Improved selectivity towards NO$_2$ of phthalocyanine-based chemosensors by means of original indigo/nanocarbons hybrid material
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**Abstract**

A new and original gas sensor-system dedicated to the selective monitoring of nitrogen dioxide in air and in the presence of ozone, has been successfully achieved. Because of its high sensitivity and its partial selectivity towards oxidizing pollutants (nitrogen dioxide and ozone), copper phthalocyanine-based chemoresistors are relevant. The selectivity towards nitrogen dioxide results from the implementation of a high efficient and selective ozone filter upstream the sensing device. Thus, a powdered indigo/nanocarbons hybrid material has been developed and investigated for such an application. If nanocarbonaceous material acts as a highly permeable matrix with a high specific surface area, immobilized indigo nanoparticles are involved into an ozonolysis reaction with ozone leading to the selective removal of this analytes from air sample. The filtering yields towards each gas have been experimentally quantified and establish the complete removal of ozone while having the concentration of nitrogen dioxide unchanged. Long-term gas exposures reveal the higher durability of hybrid material as compared to nanocarbons and indigo separately. Synthesis, characterizations by many complementary techniques and tests of hybrid filters are detailed. Results on sensor-system including CuPc-based chemoresistors and indigo/carbon nanotubes hybrid material as in-line filter are illustrated. Sensing performances will be especially discussed.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Amongst all pollutants present into the troposphere, nitrogen dioxide, NO$_2$, remains a pollutant which requires a special monitoring in view of its dangerousness for health and environment. Its health hazards are well-established: above 80 ppb, respiratory troubles begin to be acute [1]. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set the primary standards providing public health protection to 100 ppb for one hour of exposure in ambient air [2]. Coming mainly from vehicle exhaust and combustion processes, its concentration remains still increasing with traffic and building development. In urban atmosphere, NO$_2$ is the reaction product of nitrogen monoxide (NO) oxidation process with oxygen according to the reaction (1), the kinetics of reaction being fast because of the chemical instability of NO in air.

$$\text{NO} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{NO}_2 \quad (1)$$

Since the toxicity threshold of NO$_2$ is in the concentration range commonly measured in urban and highway environments, its real-time monitoring is a duty for most of the European Union countries. More especially in France, the law on air and the rational use of energy (LAURE law) define the regulatory framework of the monitoring, prevention and forecasting of the air quality as well as public information [3].

To perform the continuous monitoring of pollutants in troposphere, national agencies of air quality control implement local measurement stations throughout the country. Based on
spectroscopic analyses tailored to the target pollutant, the standard devices used for concentration quantification are mainly commercial gas analyzers. Although their specifications fulfill to the metrological requirements (high selectivity, low threshold, good resolution and weak response times), they remain not suitable to high resolution mapping or mobile campaigns of measurements. Without being considered as equivalent methods to reference methods used in air quality control context, chemical gas sensors are very attractive to address those applications which gas analyzers cannot satisfy as mentioned above. Undoubtedly, the development of small-size, cheap, easy-use and efficient gas sensors remains worthy of investigation. Nevertheless, the real challenge remains the selectivity because of the coexistence of other interfering pollutants such as ozone (O₃), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO₂) and BTX (Benzene, Toluene, Xylenes) in the gaseous phase.

Amongst all the strategies led to enhance this characteristic, many relevant investigations have been performed on the modulation of catalytic activity of metallic oxide sensing devices by the inclusion or surface-deposition of catalytic nanoparticles like Pt [4–6], Pd [7,8] or Ru [9]. The use of hybrid metallic oxide as sensitive material was also a successful way of development [10]. A second approach consists in the implementation of sensing materials involving specific chemical reaction with target gas [11–13] or the synthesis of molecular key–lock system as Molecurally Imprinted Polymer (MIPs). If fruitful results have been previously reported on BTX detection using MIPs [14], the reversibility is often hardly achieved and the detection, limited to gaseous molecules involving weak interaction energies with the sensing layers. A third strategy for the selective metrology of pollutants consists in the use of chemical filters upstream the sensor achieving the complete removal of interfering species while being inert towards the target gas. In such case, the sensing device must be chosen for its high sensitivity to the target gas as well as for its insensitivity to the reactions products which could come from the removal process. Many materials and filtering structures associated with semiconducting gas sensor have been studied for this purpose. Catalytic filters as oxidative agent of interfering species made of porous oxide [15] or metallic materials [16] and membranes acting as physical filters without catalytic activity such as molecular sieves can be mentioned.

An original sensor-system able to perform the selective monitoring of NO₂ in the context of air quality control is detailed in this manuscript. To benefit from a high sensitivity to the target gas, metallophthalocyanines as sensitive materials associated with a resistive transduction mode were chosen, the electrical conductivity being strongly modulated by the sorption of NO₂ and O₃ molecules. The selectivity towards NO₂ will be achieved by in-line filter allowing the selective removal of O₂ from air sample. A great sensitivity, a low threshold of detection, a high resolution as well as a high selectivity to NO₂ is expected. Recent results [17,18] pointed out the efficiency of indigo layer as ozone filter deposited onto a copper phthalocyanine layer leading to a full-organic sensor highly efficient for the selective detection of NO₂. However, some aspects must be improved:

- The low permeability of the filtering structure which results in an increase in response time of the sensing structure,
- the weak extend of the interacting area between gas and indigo molecules (mainly localized at the surface of indigo layer) which results in a moderate durability of the filtering layer and so, in limited lifetime on the sensor-system.

Therefore, the present work especially reports the elaboration, the characterization and the implementation of a new and original organic/inorganic hybrid material developed as a complete, selective and robust ozone filter. This material was obtained by the immobilization of indigo nanoparticles onto a porous nanocarbonaceous matrix exhibiting a high specific surface area. Improvement provided by such a hybrid material as compared to filtering materials previously investigated (indigo an nanocarbons separately) will be illustrated. Included into a sensor-system with phthalocyanine chemosensors, the possibility to perform real-time monitoring of nitrogen dioxide will be assessed and discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Indigo powder was purchased from PCUK company (Produits Chimiques Uigne Kohlmann). Mass spectrum (Chemical ionization) showed the presence of only one signal at m/z=263 (corresponding to protonated indigo molecule, MH+). Elemental analysis found the following composition C 72.30; H 3.74; N 10.57%, in agreement with theoretical ones C 73.27; H 3.84; N 10.68%, calculated for C₁₆H₁₀N₂O₂. The Multi-Wall-Carbon-NanoTubes were provided by CNano-Technology Limited corporation (named MWCNVs Cnano). They were obtained by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with a purity given higher than 90%.

2.2. Characterizations

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were measured at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 automatic apparatus. Before measurements, samples were outgassed under secondary vacuum at 300 °C during 2 h for sufficient removal of adsorbed impurities.

Powdered Indigo was investigated by a Thermo Nicolet 5700 FT-IR spectrometer in the range 400–4000 cm⁻¹ with 4 cm⁻¹ resolution. TGA experiments were carried out on Shimadzu TGA-50. Measurements are made in air at a heating rate of 2 °C min⁻¹ from room temperature to 600 °C on 14.3 mg of sample (accuracy of 0.1 mg).

SEM Micrographs were recorded using a Cambridge Scan 360 SEM operating at 3 kV.

2.3. The filtering test bench

The experimental test bench especially developed to assess the filtering efficiency of all the powdered materials investigated in this study was previously detailed [18]. Powders are confined into a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) gas exposure chamber between two PTFE membranes with low porosity (pore size = 5 μm). The filtering yields of each material exposed to well-controlled concentrations of O₂ and NO₂ in synthetic air were extracted from the measurement of gas concentrations upstream and downstream the exposure chamber by means of commercial gas analyzers. The filtering yields were determined in the 20–200 ppm range. Fig. 1 depicts the typical gas concentration evolution in time observed for a material which can be considered as a high-efficient filter because it ensures a complete removal of polluting gas in air sample. For more technical details, please refer to previous paper [18].

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Copper phthalocyanine-based chemoresistor: a first level of selectivity

Most of the semiconductor gas sensors are chemoresistors implementing a thin layer of semiconducting material which
interacts with gases [19–21]. The modulation of the doping rate of the semiconductor by adsorbed gaseous species, which injects or traps the free charge carriers of the material close to the surface, results in the variation of its electrical conductivity. Acting as reversible doping elements, the gaseous molecules are responsible of an extrinsic conductivity into the semiconductor in addition to the intrinsic one [22]. Thus, the effect of doping gases on the conductivity is extended if the intrinsic conductivity of the sensing material is low, provided thus a great reactivity to sensing devices.

According to the mechanisms of interaction implicated, the potentially detectable gases with such sensing devices are those able to involve reversible oxidizing or reducing reactions with the material. In accordance with the electrochemical model formalizing the interactions between gases and MPC layers [23], all experimental results demonstrate that neutral organic materials, like non-radical and unsubstituted planar phthalocyanines, are very sensitive to strong oxidizing gases like O$_3$, NO$_2$ and Cl$_2$ (their Electron Affinities EA are respectively 2.10 eV, 2.20 eV and 2.35 eV [24,25]) and rather insensitive to reducing ones like NH$_3$ or CO. Such sensitivity to oxidizing gases is responsible for their electroactivity [24,25] and rather insensitive to reducing ones like NH$_3$ or CO.

The modulation of the doping rate of the semiconductor by adsorbed gaseous species, which injects or traps the free charge carriers of the material close to the surface, results in the variation of its electrical conductivity. Acting as reversible doping elements, the gaseous molecules are responsible of an extrinsic conductivity into the semiconductor in addition to the intrinsic one [22]. Thus, the effect of doping gases on the conductivity is extended if the intrinsic conductivity of the sensing material is low, provided thus a great reactivity to sensing devices.

According to the mechanisms of interaction implicated, the potentially detectable gases with such sensing devices are those able to involve reversible oxidizing or reducing reactions with the material. In accordance with the electrochemical model formalizing the interactions between gases and MPC layers [23], all experimental results demonstrate that neutral organic materials, like non-radical and unsubstituted planar phthalocyanines, are very sensitive to strong oxidizing gases like O$_3$, NO$_2$ and Cl$_2$ (their Electron Affinities EA are respectively 2.10 eV, 2.20 eV and 2.35 eV [24,25]) and rather insensitive to reducing ones like NH$_3$ or CO. Such sensitivity to oxidizing gases is responsible for their electroactivity [24,25] and rather insensitive to reducing ones like NH$_3$ or CO.

Morphological and structural characterizations have been made on powdered indigo samples. The FTIR experimental spectrum of indigo powder has been firstly compared to the standard IR spectrum of indigo given by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to attest of the chemical nature of our material. Although a strong spectral contamination due to oil around 2900 cm$^{-1}$ appears on NIST data [31], the two spectra are closely similar in all the wavenumber range investigated. Our commercial indigo powder corresponds to synthetic indigo and not to one of its derivatives (e.g., indigo carmine). The morphology of indigo powder was determined by scanning electron microscopy, micrograph being reported in Fig. 2a. The picture underlines a high divided state with a lamellar structure. Indigo grains are constituted by an agglomeration of micrometric-sized flakes.

The specific surface area (SSA) corresponding to the surface area available for gas adsorption and the nature of the porosity were deduced from nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherm at 77 K. The profile of the isotherm experimentally determined for indigo powder (not given here) was compared to those given as reference in the classification established by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [32]. It is a type II isotherm which corresponds to a non-porous or macroporous adsorbent. Moreover, a slight hysteresis typical from multilayer adsorption was observed. By comparison with IUPAC classification, the hysteresis loop without any limit of adsorption at high partial pressure corresponds to type H3 loop which is significant of aggregates of plate-like particles. Results from N$_2$ adsorption at 77 K corroborate the flake structure of indigo sample observed on SEM pictures. The porosity of indigo is mainly inter-granular rather than intra-granular. The specific surface area extracted from BET isotherm was assessed to 15.2 m$^2$·g$^{-1}$.

Once characterized, the behavior of indigo powder towards NO$_2$ and O$_3$ exposures has been studied. More especially, its filtering efficiency, its potential filtering selectivity and its durability were quantified. With this objective, two classes of measurement have been made:

- Cyclic measurements of gas concentrations upstream then downstream the filter exposed to NO$_2$ and O$_3$ in the 20–200 ppb range to calculate the filtering yields and estimate the level of selectivity;
- Cyclic measurements of gas concentrations upstream then downstream the filter continuously exposed to 850 ppb of O$_3$ to evaluate the durability and the lifetime of the material versus cumulated gas concentration. The filtering yield $\eta$ was calculated from upstream and downstream concentrations, respectively $C_{\text{up}}$ and $C_{\text{down}}$ according to the relation

$$\eta(\%) = 100 \times \frac{(C_{\text{up}} - C_{\text{down}})}{C_{\text{up}}}$$

Fig. 3a represents the cyclic measurements of O$_3$ concentration successively upstream then downstream a cartridge full of indigo.
powder exposed to gas concentration in the 20–200 ppb range. Results clearly show that indigo exhibits a filtering efficiency towards ozone close to that of an ideal filter as depicted in Fig. 1. More quantitatively, the filtering yield $\eta_{O_3}$ remains higher than 99% whatever the concentration. In order to estimate the level of filtering selectivity of indigo, similar measurements have been achieved with NO$_2$. Thus, Fig. 3c represents experimental results obtained towards NO$_2$ in the same experimental conditions as for O$_3$ investigations. The reactivity between NO$_2$ and indigo remains weak and small proportion of NO$_2$ concentration is removed from polluted air sample. Whatever the concentration, the filtering yield remains lower than 4% and no significant NO production can be noticed. As a consequence, indigo can be considered as a high-efficient and selective O$_3$ filter in our experimental conditions. To estimate the durability of indigo powder under O$_3$ exposure, the filtering yield has been continuously monitored during a long exposure of the material to 850 ppb of O$_3$. Fig. 3b represents the evolution of the filtering yield as a function of the cumulated ozone concentration in ppm$\cdot$h. We can observe a continuous decrease in the filtering yield from 100%, corresponding to the result given in Fig. 3a to 40% for a cumulated concentration close to 35 ppm$\cdot$h. The half life time can be
For an average outdoor O₃ concentration close to 25 ppb corresponding the annual average concentration in France in 2012, the filtering yield remains higher than 90% during more than 9 days.

The well-known chemical reaction of ozone on indigo grains corresponds to a chemisorption process which provides two reaction products when reaction occurs in dry conditions: isatin and isatoic anhydride. When reaction takes place under wet conditions, only one product (isatin) is obtained. Such reaction, called ozonolysis and corresponding to an electrophilic addition to the unsaturated C=C bond of indigo was already implemented for ozone titration in aqueous phase [33] as well as in gaseous phase [34,35]. The gradual fading from blue to yellow resulting from the superficial ozonolysis of thin indigo layer has been already exploited for the development of very sensitive ozone sensors [36,37].

To estimate the extent of ozonolysis mechanism on indigo grain, FT-IR analysis on non-exposed powder and on powder exposed to 37.85 ppm·h of O₃ were performed. The spectra are reported in Fig. 4. The comparison between the two IR spectra shows only an additional vibration band which appears at 1732 cm⁻¹. This band can be attributed to the C=O bond in alpha position of N–H bond into the molecule of isatin [38]. Nevertheless, although the filtering yield has strongly decreased consecutively to O₃ exposure in such conditions, the intensity of this C=O vibration band remains weak. This result highlights that ozonolysis reaction affects a weak part of material and remains mainly localized at the surface of indigo grains. Ozone being chemically unstable, its diffusion into the bulk is unlikely. Ozonolysis acts as a passivation process which slowly annihilates the filtering properties of indigo. The weak reaction of NO₂ on indigo as well as the non-significant increase in NO concentration during gas exposure can be attributed to a low energy process like diffusion/physisorption. The low filtering yield measured is interpreted as retention of diffused nitrogen molecules in the volume of indigo particles. If indigo powder is relevant as selective O₂ filter, the main drawback remains its limited durability due to its low specific surface area and to the ozonolysis reaction only entailing the superficial indigo molecular units. To improve this durability, our strategy was to develop indigo filter with high surface-volume ratio. For this purpose, the development of hybrid indigo/nanocarbons material seems attractive to benefit from the high specific surface area of nanocarboneous matrix.

3.3. Development of hybrid indigo/nanocarbons filter

3.3.1. Multi-walled nanocarbons as matrix for impregnation

Our strategy is motivated by the ability of indigo molecules to be impregnated on the surface of a highly permeable matrix provided with a high surface of adsorption. Moreover, a thin superficial impregnation of the matrix avoids the passive character of the indigo molecules into the bulk of the powdered material. Thus, the whole surface of the filter will be easily reached by gas and a diffusion process will not be necessary to access to chemically active sites. A durability enhancement is so expected. The first key point concerns the choice of the permeable matrix for the immobilization of indigo particles.

The carbonaceous materials, such as activated carbons [39], graphite [40], carbon nanotubes (single and multi walled, SWCNTs and MWCNTs, respectively) [41] or carbon nanofibers (CNFs) [42] have been fruitfully implemented as functional elements in gas sensors [43,44] and membranes [45]. The nanostructured carbonaceous compounds constitute a panel of material with specific physical and chemical properties. The morphology, the stacking modes as well as the various arrangements of graphene sheets are responsible of such diversity and give access to various and numerous applications. The potentialities of some nanocarbons to be used as selective chemical filter towards oxidizing gases have been previously demonstrated. In particular, we have established the complete ozone removal by all the investigated nanocarbons [46,47]. The physical and chemical mechanisms involved between nanocarbons and ozone corresponding to oxidation and their influences on the electrical conductivity of SWCNTs have been already characterized by Raman spectroscopy, XPS and UPS [48]. The increase in the structural defects on the sidewalls of the nanotubes consecutively to O₃ exposure, the irreversible formation of oxidized carbon species (mainly ethers, epoxides and carboxyls groups) and the removal of the aromatic character of nanotubes have thus been established. These results are in total agreement with our previous works and highlight the relevance of nanocarbons as materials for ozone removal [47]. The kinetics of oxidation at room temperature being fast [48], the removal is immediate. Moreover, the high specific surface area of the material and the great number of chemisorption sites (aromatic ring, dangling bonds) are responsible for the durability of the material and so, the filter lifetime.
Because the immobilization of indigo particles could correspond to a partial functionalization of the carbonaceous matrix (not complete impregnation), selected nanocarbons must exhibit the most important specific surface area while being inert towards the pollutant we aim to detect, NO₂. Amongst all the investigated nanocarbonaceous materials and taking into consideration the specifications previously describe, multi-walled carbon nanotubes from CNanoTechnology Limited Corporation (MWCNTs Cnano) are the most judicious. Such material exhibits a 182 m² g⁻¹ SSA, an O₃ filtering yield close to 97% and a filtering yield towards NO₂ less than 3%. These data point out the capacity of MWCNTs Cnano to be a well-adapted matrix reaching conciliation between its chemical inertia toward NO₂, the value of its total surface of adsorption and great potentialities for indigo immobilization.

3.3.2. Elaboration of indigo impregnated filtering structures

Our synthesis is based on the maximal solvatation of indigo molecules in an efficient solvent. A preliminary study was then performed to target the best solvent for indigo dispersion among the following four organic solvents: dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), methanol, acetone and acetonitrile. For each solvent, a saturated solution was prepared by successive additions of indigo and the saturation concentration was determined as summarized in Table 1. The analysis of the physical properties of the different solvents reveals that acetonitrile is the most suitable for our application. Indeed, in spite of a saturation concentration (SC) more important in DMSO (70 mg l⁻¹), the evaporation temperature of this solvent is high (189 °C) and may result in chemical changes on indigo molecules. Methanol was avoided because it exhibits the lowest SC, with only 12 mg l⁻¹. Acetone, with SC of 50 mg l⁻¹, appears as an appropriate solvent. However, the UV–visible absorbance measured with increasing concentrations of indigo provides a calibration curve which is not in agreement with the Beer–Lambert’s law. Finally, in the case of acetonitrile, the calibration respects the Beer–Lambert’s law and thanks to an evaporation temperature of 81.6 °C, the elimination of the solvent will result in any change neither on the carbon structure nor on the organic molecule. The maximal concentration of indigo in acetonitrile was assessed to 30 mg l⁻¹.

This concentration remaining low, the impregnation has been made by several additions of saturated solution on MWCNTs to obtain the highest amount of adsorbed indigo on the carbonaceous surface. Impregnation process has been monitored by means of UV–vis spectroscopy on the indigo solution at the maximum of absorbance, i.e., 600 nm in our experimental conditions. The protocol used for the functionalization of carbons nanotubes by indigo can be summarized as follow:

- 2 mg of MWCNTs in contact with 4 ml of saturated indigo solution then sonication,
- analysis of supernatant liquid phase by UV–vis spectroscopy after decantation,
- determination of absorbance at 600 nm,
- if absorbance was close to 0 (indigo completely adsorbed onto nanocarbons), 2 ml of indigo solution was added, this step being replicated until saturation,
- if absorbance was different from 0, amount of indigo immobilized on carbonaceous matrix was deduced from the absorbance of supernatant liquid and the reference solution (solution saturated with indigo).

According to this protocol, the mass ratio of indigo immobilized on carbon nanotubes in saturation conditions was assessed to 144 mg per gram of MWCNTs.

The functionalization of nanocarbons by indigo was then revealed by complementary techniques of analysis: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and ThermoGravimetric Analysis (TGA). SEM micrographs of untreated (a) and functionalized (b) carbon nanotubes are given in Fig. 2b and c. A cotton-like aspect due to the electrical insulating property of indigo can be noticed and so highlights its adsorption on MWCNTs. Such conclusions are strengthened by TGA thermograms reported in Fig. 5. Two mass losses can be observed:

- A first occurring at 340 °C and corresponding to indigo sublimation, the sublimation temperature of our indigo sample having been measured close to 280 °C in air,
- a second occurring between 400 and 600 °C which can be attributed to carbon decomposition.

From the weight loss, the proportion of indigo immobilized on MWCNTs was estimated to 200 mg per gram of carbon, in relative good accordance with the amount obtained from UV–visible spectroscopy (144 mg/g of C). The results from TGA and picture from SEM unambiguously attest of the presence of indigo on MWCNTs. Taking into consideration the presence of benzene rings on both indigo and nanocarbons as well as the low increase in sublimation temperature of indigo for hybrid material, we interpret that the adsorption process should involve pi-stacking interactions. So, the impregnation could be considered as a non-covalent functionalization of nanocarbonaceous matrix.

3.3.3. Filtering properties

Once prepared and characterized, the filtering yields and the durability of indigo/MWCNTs hybrid material towards the target gases NO₂ and O₃ were experimentally determined. The experimental protocols for gas exposures were the same as those relative to indigo previously detailed in Section 3.2. While the filtering yield towards ozone was higher than 99% for only indigo, it reaches 99.5% for indigo/MWCNTs. For nitrogen dioxide, 4.0% have been measured for the filtering yield for indigo against now 3.6% for indigo/MWCNTs. If these values remain closely similar, a slight increase in selectivity towards O₃ is noticeable. In contrast, the most significant enhancement has been obtained on the filter durability. Supporting evidence,

![Table 1](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvents</th>
<th>DMSO</th>
<th>Methanol</th>
<th>Acetone</th>
<th>Acetonitrile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturation concentration (mg l⁻¹)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Thermograms and its derivative curve of indigo/MWCNTs hybrid material.
3.4. Development of sensor-system dedicated to NO₂ monitoring

The sensor-system developed in this work combines two strategies. On one hand, it takes advantage of the partial selectivity of phthalocyanine-based chemoresistors to strong oxidizing analytes (NO₂ and O₃). On the other hand, it profits from the selective and sustainable O₃ removal by indigo/MWCNTs hybrid filters. Thus, the chemoresistors consist in thin films of 300 nm copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) prepared by physical vapor deposition (PVD) under vacuum on an alumina substrate (3 × 5 mm²) fitted with interdigitated Pt electrodes (IDEs) to monitor the electrical conductivity of the sensitive layer [49]. A methodology of measurements which exploits the kinetics of sensor response previously developed with such sensing structures is applied. It overcomes the problem of the long response time these sensors suffer and improves the reproducibility of measurements by reducing drifts in sensor responses. To summarize, this methodology consists in two sequences:

- Sensing layer is exposed to pollutants through the indigo/MWCNTs hybrid filter during short time (2 min) and at low temperature, the sensor-system response being defined as the differential conductivity during this step,
- sensing layer is then regenerated under clean air through an integral filter (charcoal) at higher temperature to ensure a complete desorption of adsorbed gaseous species.

The sampling time was chosen in accordance with the specifications of the French Network of Air Quality Control and the sensor-system delivers one measurement each 15 min. All experimental details were previously described in a dedicated publication [50]. To benefit from a signal which can be easily stored in an electronic memory, a conductivity/voltage conversion is implemented close to the sensor. Thus, sensor-system response is a voltage image of the variation of electrical conductivity during pollutant exposures. This variation is due to the creation of extrinsic p-type charge carriers in the sensitive material by charge transfer between the adsorbed oxidizing gaseous molecules and the phthalocyanine molecular units [51].

The calibration curve of a sensor-system implementing two phthalocyanine-based chemoresistors located downstream of an in-line hybrid filter has been finally performed. Fig. 7 represents the sensor-system responses versus nitrogen dioxide concentrations in the 10–200 ppb range for the two similar sensing structures with the same working conditions. NO₂ concentrations were continuously monitored by a chemiluminescent commercial NO₂ analyzer (model 42i, ThermoElectron Corporation) located downstream our gas sensor-system. Let us remind that the sampling time was set to 15 min. Results highlight a threshold of detection close to few ppb, a low dispersion of measurements, a resolution higher than 10 ppb and a linear response in the 20–200 ppb concentration range. Moreover, taking into consideration the slow kinetics of pollutant concentration variations in outdoor environments, a real-time monitoring of NO₂ in the context of air quality control can be successfully achieved. A good reproducibility can be also underlined as justified by the close responses and the similar behavior towards NO₂ obtained for the two sensors. Similar measurements have been made with ozone in the same concentration range thanks to UV photometry commercial O₃ analyzer (model 49i, ThermoElectron Corporation). Although data are not reported in Fig. 7, no significant response was obtained for ozone, sensor signal not being distinguished from the electronic noise. A high level of selectivity is performed. In our working conditions and for an average ozone background level to 50 ppb, the sensor-system lifetime mainly conditioned by the efficiency of indigo/MWCNTs hybrid filter to remove this interfering pollutant was estimated to more than 3 months. Although this hybrid filter is especially appropriate in such sensor-system, it could be associated to others chemical sensors for which ozone represents the major interfering gas.

4. Conclusion

The present study deals with a sensor-system achieving the selective monitoring of nitrogen dioxide in an environmental context. The sensing element is based on a copper phthalocyanine-based chemoresistor which exhibits a partial selectivity to strong oxidizing species in air, i.e., ozone and nitrogen dioxide. The selectivity towards nitrogen dioxide was successfully performed by the implementation of an in-line chemical filter obtained by the immobilization of indigo...
particles on nanocarboxonate matrix. The protocol of synthesis has been optimized in regards on the solvent used and is detailed. SEM micrographs as well as thermogravimetric analysis bring out this non-covalent functionalization. Filtering yield measurements towards NO2 and O3 highlight its efficient and selective removal of O3 from air sample. Tests of durability by long-term ozone exposures especially underlines its higher filtering lifetime as compared to powdered indigo and nanocarbons considered separately. Results of an original sensor-system prototype strengthen its ability to selectively monitor NO2 despite the presence of ozone in its environment. A threshold close to few ppb, a resolution higher than 10 ppb and a high level of reproducibility open the way to air quality control applications.
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